
Module 4

Incorporating New Ideas 

How do we incorporate new ideas into our playing? That’s a question I get a lot, how do 

we begin to bring what we’ve been working on in our practice time and join that with the 

things we already know, right? So often, I know for me, I have a “practice bag” and I 

have a “gig bag.” Right? So I have things that I’m able to do in practice, and I have 

things I’m able to do on the gig and they don’t always match up. There are things I’m 

able to do in practice, that bags usually much larger than the one that I’m able to do on 

the gig.  

But the goal is to always be moving them from one to the other. So I always want to be 

moving that stuff from my practice bag to my gig bag. I always want it going and 

transferring those ideas. How do we do that? Well that’s something that is naturally build 

into these assembly lines and the zoning structures. If we begin taking them through all 

of these different structures. So you’re going through your modal structures, and your 

different scale zones, and your different key zones, and you’re taking through your 

different stylistic zones, you’re taking through the Big 7 zone, and you’re taking it 

through you decide you have a song zone so you take it through 8 different jazz 

standards. If we’ve taken it to that point, it’s pretty much going to be showing up in our 

playing. At that point, that’s whatever I begin to go, “ok I want to intersect this with old 

ideas.”  

So that’s really what the zoning does for us, is it begins to intersect this new idea that 

we want to incorporate in our playing with all of these old, learned, automated ideas. So, 

“Autumn Leaves”, I have this new line that I want to run in “Autumn Leaves” over that 

chordal structure. So now I’m going to take that and I’m going to take the old and put 

the new with it and then I’m going to send myself back to phase 1 of learning and go 

back to that cognitive phase until I get it to be automatic. Then once I get it there I’m 

going to do a lot of repetition and then the next time I play “Autumn Leaves” I’m going to 
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start going, “ok I’m going to try to pull that idea off there.” I’m going to try to integrate 

that into that song.  

It was great when I was living in New Orleans because I was 19 and I had an apartment 

and so I would spend part of the day - or I had a studio apartment that was separate 

from a house so I could practice. So I would spend part of the day practicing a couple of 

hours, and then I would have my gig time about 4 hours. Some days it was 8 to 10 hour 

gigs, depending if I was pulling a double. We played the same songs, so I could be 

working on something in my practice time and I knew when I got it to a level that’s like, 

“ok I can play this ‘this well’ in my practice time it’s time for me to move it to the gig.” So 

I would decide on a song like, “I’m going to put it in ‘this song’ I know in this section I 

think it will work as a fill.” It wouldn’t even have to be something fancy, it’s just adding 

that idea to my playing. And then I’d get on stage and I would attempt the idea. And I 

would have ways that I could recover from it so it wouldn’t be obvious I made a mistake, 

but I would begin to go through that idea in my practice time and would begin to try to 

integrate that and move it to my gig time. And then later I would assess, “ok how’d that 

go?” I kept a gig log for a long time with the mistakes I made at gigs. How many snare 

backbeats I missed, all those things. And that was one of the biggest learning 

experiences for me was looking back on my mistakes and going, “ok I don’t want to do 

that again.” And those would be the first things I would address in my practice time the 

next day.  

So you’re constantly looking for ways in your assembly line to take the old knowledge 

that you already know and add it to the new knowledge. By doing that, repeatedly, 

you’re going to begin to incorporate it into your gig time and into your playing. As well, 

during your cool down, we’ll talk about that. There are ways that you can begin to see if 

it’s showing up in your playing. And then I plan things out, “I want to play this idea, I 

have this idea.” I don’t want to force it in the music, but if I feel it can fit there there’s 

nothing wrong with thinking ahead and going, “during that section I think musically this 

would really work.” That’s thinking about the music. There’s nothing wrong with that.  
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There’s a difference between that and trying to force this 32nd note run into a song that 

it really doesn’t fit in. So, the content changes but your assembly lines, they don’t 

change, ok? Your assembly lines are going to enable you to run these new ideas 

through all this old material, all these old methods, and by the end of it - it’s going to 

look just like your other ideas. You’re going to have the same facility as your other 

ideas. You’re going to be able to create with that because you’ve learned it at such a 

deep level. Alright?  

What are some ways that you integrate ideas into your playing? What are some ways 

that you’ve found help you integrate new ideas into your playing? Maybe you’re like, 

“Stephen I have no clue, I just fly by the seat of my pants.” That’s ok too. Put that and 

any questions you may have in the comment section. I’ll see you in the next lesson. 
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